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INTRODUCTION 
THE MAIN object of this paper is to analyze the discriminant of a simple-elliptic 
singularity. What follows is a brief sketch of our aim and the way we propose to meet 
it. 
Let X,, denote an isolated hypersurface singularity of dimension n and let F: 
X+ S be a suitable representative of its semi-universal deformation. The set of 
critical values of F form a hypersurface D in S which is usually called “the” 
discriminant of X0. The fibres of F over S-D are nonsingular and together they 
form a smooth locally trivial fibre bundle over S’: = S - D. Following Milnor, a typical 
fibre X, of this bundle has the homotopy type of a wedge of n-spheres. Hence 
H”(X,; Z) is free. There is an associated (monodromy) representation of r,(S), s) on 
this module, whose image is called the monodromy group and denoted by M. This 
representation determines a regular covering S’+ S’ with M as covering group. 
The monodromy group is finite if and only if X0 is a simple hypersurface 
singularity of even dimension, and in that case A4 is a finite Coxeter group. Such 
groups have the property that the orbit space M\H”(X,; C) is in a natural way an 
affine algebraic variety and as such isomorphic to a vector space. Brieskorn [3] proved 
that the covering St+ S’ extends to a covering S + S which ramifies over D such that 
(for an appropriate F) the map S + S is equivalent to the orbit map H”(X,; C)-, 
M\H”(X,; C), although he didn’t specify such an equivalence. We obtain this result in 
a different way (for n = 2, but as is well-known this is not really a restriction). To this 
end we consider a certain family of holomorphic 2-forms {w(s’) E IQ,.: s’ E S’}. 
Evaluating the cohomology class of each w(s)) determines a univalued holomorphic 
mapping .!?I+ H*(X,; C). We recover Brieskorn’s result by showing that this map extends 
to a M-equivariant isomorphism S + H*(X,; C). 
This suggests to consider for any even-dimensional isolated hypersurface sin- 
gularity the set s E S such that X, has at most simple singularities. This is a 
Zariski-open subset of S which we denote by S, (f stands for finite monodromy). It 
follows from Brieskorn’s result that the monodromy covering extends to a covering 
.$+ S, which ramifies over D ft S, with $ nonsingular. Then M acts as a reflection 
group on $. In case X0 has C*-action, it is easy to find a representative F: X + S to 
which the C*-action extends. Clearly, S, is a C*-invariant subspace and it can be 
proved that the C*-action on S, lifts to a free C*-action on $. So 3, is the total space 
of a C*-bundle over the nonsingular base B I: = .$lC*. We denote by 8 the associated 
line bundle over B,. Clearly B inherits an M-action from 3,. Our main goal is to 
determine this line bundle with M-action. Ideally, one would like to have a description 
of 9 in terms of (semi-) cohomological data, such as (mixed) Hodge structures. 
Although this ideal is reached for the simple-elliptic singularities, it may be that this is 
asking for too much in the general case. The way we propose to study 3’ is again by 
considering a certain holomorphic family of 2-forms {O(S)) E I’R$s.: S’E S’}, which is 
weighted homogeneous in an obvious sense. Each class y E 23,(X,; Z) determines a 
holomorphic weighted homogeneous function s, on S’, simply by evaluating o(S’) on’ 
a cycle of X,. obtained from y by continuous displacement. This function extends to 
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one on 3, and hence s, may be viewed as a section of Y+‘, where w denotes the 
weight of the family {a(~‘)}. We prove that under certain conditions the functions 
s,, {n}~=‘=l running over a basis of Hz(X,: Z), determine a local immersion of 3, (I?, in 
case w = 0) to C’. This works particularly well in the simple-elliptic case: then w = 0 
and we show that the functions sB identify Bf with the product of an affine plane of 
dimension F - 2 and an open subset of Poincart’s upper halfplane. Moreover we get a 
complete description of 2 in terms of M and the Jacobian of the elliptic curve 
involved. In this case, there is an alternative way to understand B,. We may suppose 
that all fibres of F are affine and then according to Deligne any such fibre carries a 
mixed Hodge structure. As long as the fibre acquires at most simple singularities, the 
Hodge numbers remain constant and thus we can construct a map from 3, to a 
classifying space X for mixed Hodge structures with given Hodge numbers. As this 
map is clearly constant on the C*-orbits, we end up with a map Z3,+ X One of our 
by-results is that this map identifies B, with an open piece of 5%‘. A similar result holds 
for Dolgachev’s 14 singularities, but this will be the subject of a subsequent paper. 
We briefly review the various sections. For the reader’s convenience, we recall in 
the first section some of the work of Brieskorn, Greuel and Saito on the local 
Gauss-Manin connection. In the second section we derive a property of this con- 
nection which is the key to the proof of the nonsingularity of the afore mentioned 
mapping 3, + C p. The latter is carried out in 93. In 94 we test our period mapping 
against the rather basic, though simple, case of an ordinary double point. The next 
section treats the case of a simple singularity and thus recovers Brieskorn’s result. 
This actually duplicates a great deal of [7], but the proofs described here are simpler 
and more convenient for our purpose. The last two sections are devoted to the 
simple-elliptic case. After some preliminary work in 06 we obtain in 17 the required 
description of _Y. The paper concludes with some corollaries and conjectures con- 
nected with this matter. 
We have made an attempt to keep this paper relatively self-contained. In parti- 
cular, the present article is independent of [93 and also of [7] and [8]. Moreover, no 
familiarity with mixed Hodge structures is necessary, as this notion plays here a role 
which is conceptual rather than substantial. 
Many of our results on the simple-elliptic singularities have been obtained in- 
dependently by H. Pinkham (unpublished, but see [12]), using an entirely different 
method. 
Finally, I wish to acknowledge my gratitude to the Pure Mathematics Department 
of the University of Liverpool, whose guest I was during the academic year 74/75 and 
where most of this work was done. Also, I would like to mention the Sonder- 
forschungsbereich in Bonn, where I stayed during the fall of 1976 and where this 
paper got its definite form. 
51. THE LOCAL GAUSS-MANIN CONNECTION 
The basic references for this section are Brieskorn[l] and Greuel [S]. We briefly 
review (part of) their theory of the local Gauss-Manin connection. 
Let F: (C”+‘, x0)-, (C’, so) be an analytic map-germ such that x0 is an isolated 
singular point of F-‘(so). Let E: CJ + C’ be some representative of F and let E > 0 be 
such that for all E’ E IO, E], the closed l ‘-disk DE, around so is contained in U with a& 
meeting P-‘(so) transversally. Let further S be an open contractible neighbourhood of 
so in C’ such that each fibre E(s), s E S, is transversal to aD, and in particular smooth 
near 6’D,. We put X = tic fl F-‘(S). The representative P restricts to a representative 
X + S. As we will have to deal with such representatives rather than with our original 
germ, we change our notation and denote this mapping by F. 
The critical locus C of F is a subvariety of X, whose defining ideal-sheaf is 
characterized by the equality F*fl,’ A l-lx” = &Rx”“; in more down-to-earth terms, it 
is the o,Y-_ideal generated by the determinants of the I X I-minors of the Jacobian matrix 
of F. The restriction F: Z + S is proper and finite, so that by a theorem of Remmert 
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its image D: = F(Z) is an analytic subvariety of S. Its defining ideal 3$ is given by 
&: = {h E 0s: hF&x”+’ C F*@ A Fz&x”}, (1.1) 
in other words, .%D is the annihilator of the Bs-module F,&. The pair (D, 9o) is called 
the discriminant of F. The discriminant is a hypersurface (perhaps non-reduced) and 
r& is principal. We fix a generator h E r$p 
Removing the singular fibres of F yields a smooth fibre bundle, more precisely, if 
we put X’: = X - F-‘(D) and S’ = S - D, then the restriction F’: X’* S’ of F defines 
a smooth locally trivial fibre bundle, whose typical fibre X, (s E S’) is the interior of a 
compact 2n-manifold with boundary. Milnor[ 1 I] has shown that X, has the homotopy 
type of a bouquet of n-spheres. We denote the number of those spheres by CL. Thus 
the functor U C S’+ H”(F-‘(U); Z) defines a local system of rank p over S’. 
Tensoring with 0,. yields a locally free OF-module %’ of rank CL over S’ which is 
naturally endowed with an integrable connection V. 
The reason for considering %’ is that any section of FJI,” over U C S’ gives by 
restriction a holomorphic n-form on each fibre X, (s E U) and thus a cohomology 
class [w(s)] on X,. It turns out that [w(s)] depends holomorphically on s, so that we 
get a OS-homomorphism 
F&x”ls+ 2’. 
Its kernel clearly contains dF*Rx”-’ and as F*fis’jX, = 0, it contains F*R’ A F*fInx”-’ as 
well. We therefore put 
2’: = F&x”/(dF.&“-’ + F*R,’ A F.J22x”-‘), 
which we shall consider as a Os-module. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) PROPOSITION (Greuel). 
(i) The natural 09-homomorphism x’ls+ X is an isomorphism. 
(ii) X’ is a locally free &-module of rank p. 
(iii) The integrable connection on 2’ extends via the isomorphism in (i) to one on X 
with a pole along the discriminant V: 2%“-,fis’(D)@%“. 
The pleasant thing about V is, that it admits a simple explicit description. In order 
to formulate it, we need the following lemma, also due to Greuel[S, 1.121. 
(1.4) LEMMA. We have an inclusion h . F*Rx”” c F*Rs’ A F*flxn. 
Now let w E F*Rs” represent [w] E 2’. Then by the above lemma, we can write 
F*h . dw = Z,F*(ds,) A wA with sA E 6, and wA E F.JIx”. Then V is given by 
Viol = X:,(1/h) dsA@.[wl. (1.9 
There is an alternative extension of %’ over S which is more convenient for our 
purpose. The extension will depend on a nowhere vanishing l-form a E I%,‘. We fix 
such an a once and for all. If w is a section of F*flZxn+’ over U c S’, then for any 
s E U there is a unique holomorphic n-form o(s) on X, which is characterized by the 
property that w = F*n A w(s) on X,. Taking the cohomology class of w(s) defines a 
Os-homomorphism 
F,&“+‘ls. + 2Z. 
Its kernel contains F* A dF*flx”-’ = F*n,’ A dFJlx”-‘. and therefore we put 
%“‘: = F*&“+‘/F*&’ A dF*&-‘. (1.6) 
Then there is a natural OY-homomorphism x”( s’-+ %‘. This extends the isomorphism 
X’ls-, %’ mentioned earlier, via the homomorphism j: %“+ %“’ defined by [w] + 
[F*a A w]. 
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(1.7) PROPOSITION (Greuel). 
(i) j: x’+ $Y is an injection. 
(ii) The OS-homomorphism %“‘(s + 2’ described above is an isomorphism. 
(iii) x” is a locally free Os-module of rank p. 
From the definition (1.1) of 5rD it follows that the image of j contains S&X” = h2”. 
Then the Leibniz formula gaives a prescription for extending V to Z”‘: 
V[O] = id@j ($ Tj-‘[ho]) - $234~1. (1.8) 
(1.9) Remark. It can be proved that V maps to n,‘(D) @ X”. However, in case F has 
for instance a reduced discriminant, then following Saito[l3] a stronger property 
holds, namely that V maps into Rs’ (log D)@%” (resp. Rs’ (log D)@X”). We recall that 
0,’ (log D) stands for the set of OJ E n,‘(D) with dw E fis2(D). It can be shown that at 
a normal point s of D, Rs’ (log D) is generated by dhlh and fl$. 
02.LIE DEFUVATION VERSUS COVARIANT DERIVATION 
In this section we derive a result which will be crucial for the proof of the 
nonsingularity of the period mapping. We begin with choosing co-ordinates sI, . . ., sI 
for S such that a = ds, A . . . A ds,. We further abbreviate the vector field a/as, simply 
by a,. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let 5 E F*& (&. stands for the sheaf of holomorphic vector 
fields on X) and write dF(t) = x&a, with 4 E F*Cx. Then for any w E F&lx”+’ we hare 
ZAV,*kwl- &WI = 0, 
where L, denotes Lie derivation with respect to 5. 
Proof. We first prove this proposition in case w E F*h2 . F&,Y”+‘. Then by (1.1) 
we may write w = F*a A w’ with F*h . FJlxn. The latter implies by (1.4) that 
do’ = XrF*(ds*) A w,, (2.2) 
for certain wA E FJlxn. Since dF([) = Z&an, it then follows that 
if do’ = Z,&wA, (2.3) 
where ir denotes the inner product with 5. We shall now determine C,V,,[&w]. In 
order to be able to use the description of V given in (1.8) we must write d(&w’) as an 
element of F*Rs’ A FJlxn. We have 
d(&w’) = d& A w’i- & dw’. 
Since w’ E F*h - fix”, there exist by Lemma (1.4) wA, E F*Rx” such that 
d& A w’ = Z.,F* ds, A wAr. 
Then d(&w’) = ZKF* ds. A (We, + &w,) and hence by (1.8) and (1.5) we have 
&V,,[&w] = [F*a A &(%A +&WI 
= ZA[F*a A Wan]+ [F*a A if dw’] 
by (2.3). We next show that 
Z.,F*a A w** = di(F*a A w’. 
Indeed, since a = ds, A i,,a, we have 
ZAF*a A wII = ZAF* dsA A F*ia,a A WM 
= (-l)‘-‘ZAF*i,,a A F* ds, A wAA 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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= (-1)‘~‘ZAF*id,a A Z,F* ds. A ok, 
= (- I)‘-‘Z$*id,a A d& A w’ 
= ZI d(&F*i,,a) A w' (because d(i,,a) = 0) 
= (di$*a) A w'. 
Combining (2.6) and (2.7) then yields 
ZAVa,[ol = idip *a A w'] + [F*a A if do’] 
= [I-@*a A w’] + [F*a A Lp"] (recall that L, = if d + di,) 
= WPI, 
thus proving our proposition in case o E F*h2 * F*Rx”+‘. For the general case, we first 
observe that the expression in question is OS-linear. So by what we have just proved 
this expression is annihilated by h*. Since x” is torsion free, it must vanish identic- 
ally. 
53. A PERIOD MAPPING 
In this section, we consider the case when F is the semiuniversal deformation of a 
hypersurface singularity. We define a period mapping for F (a map from a covering of 
S’ to the complex cohomology group of some fibre) and prove that it is nonsingular 
under certain conditions. 
Let f: (C”+‘, 0) + (C, 0) be a holomorphic map-germ with an isolated singularity at 0 
and let F: (C”+‘, O)+ (C’, 0) unfold f, by which we mean that F is of the form 
F(z, * * *,&I, Ulr * * *, WI> = (&a u), Ul, * * *, w-d with g(z, u) = f(z) + u1#1(z) 
+ . . . + u~_~~#+~(z) for certain holomorphic &, . . ., +I-,. We denote the co- 
ordinates in the range by so,. . ., sI-,. Next we choose local models f: Y + T and F: 
X + S as at the beginning of §I which are compatible in the sense that T is the 
intersection of S with uo-axis and Y = F-‘(T). 
With these co-ordinates we have dF(a/au,) = 4,ao+ a,. Applying (2.1) with 6 = 
a/&i, and o = dzo A . . . A dz, A du, A . . . A du,_, yields 
va,[ol+ v,[dwl= Wpl = 0. (3.1) 
Because of the isomorphism X”ls.+ X (1.7), we may view V[o]],E 
I’&n,.‘(D)@%“‘) as a homomorphism from 8,. (the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 
vector fields on S’) to Z’. We give a sufficient condition that this homomorphism be of 
maximal rank everywhere on S’. , 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Suppose that the discriminant D of F is reduced. Let (#“, rV) 
denote the cohomology sheaf with connection associated to f: Y --* T and a = duoE 
lX: as in (1.6). Then the exterior product so’ * rV,[4, dz] A . . . A rVdo[&.l dzl defines a 
section of A’$P (where do: = 1 for notational convenience) and if this section doesn’t 
vanish in 0 E T, then V[W]]~ E Homo9 (&; X) is an immersion ouer a neighbourhood 
of 0 in S’. 
We first prove a lemma. 
(3.3) LEMMA. The exterior product A’Rs’ (log D) lies in n,‘(D). 
Proof. In a simple point s of D, fig, (log D) is generated as a &-module by dhlh, 
ds,,, . . ., ds,_,. Hence A’R&., (log D) is generated by a$, and h-’ dh A al,;'. This implies 
that hA’Qi., (log D) lies in a$, for any s not in the singular set of D. By assumption 
the singular set of D is of codimension 22. Hence by the Riemann extension theorem 
this holds for any s E S. 
Proof of (3.2). By (3.1) we have Vdl[~]IT = -V,[&o]]r (A = 1,. . ., I- 1) and via a 
natural identification the last expression corresponds to -rVao[#* dz]. Likewise, 
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V+[w]lr corresponds to rV+[dz]. It is well-known that the multiplicity of D is just CL 
and that the tangent cone of D at the origin doesn’t contain the oO-axis. This implies 
that hlr vanishes of order p in 0 E T. Hence 
(- l)‘_‘so’ * rVaJ40 dzl A . . . A ~Va,,[b dzl (3.4) 
is up to a unit in 0,-O just the “restriction” of 
hVsJ@l A *. * A Va,_,[wl (3.5) 
to T. By lemma (3.3) the expression (3.5) belongs to A’%“‘. Hence (3.4) lies in A’&” 
and the proposition follows. 
It should be noted that proposition (3.2) can only be applied when the connection 
rV on $P’ is reasonably well understood. This is for instance the case when f is 
weighted homogeneous. This means that there exist positive rational numbers 
co,. * *, C. such that f(z) = i ciZi(6’f/aZi). Under this assumption, choose for 40 = 
i=O 
l,&, . . ., c$,_, monomials in C[zo,. . ., z.] which map to a basis of 
C{zo, * - *, zJ/(af/azo, * * -9 af/az,}. Then by a well-known criterion, F is semi-universal; 
in particular its discriminant is reduced. Moreover, it is easily verified that 
[do dzl, . . ., [t#+, dz] form a basis of r%“, hence p = 1. Since & is a monomial 
x cizi(ab/azi) is a rational multiple of 4A. We denote this multiple by dA. Observe that 
i=l 
dA > 0 unless A = 0: do= 0. We further put r: = i ci. By a straightforward com- 
i=O 
putation (see Brieskorn[2, 3.61) it can be checked that 
V,[4, dz] = v,-‘(d, + r - I)[& dz]. 
By applying (3.2) we get 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. With the above assumptions and notations, suppose also that 
d,+r-l#O(h=O,..., l- 1). Then V[o] is an injective (so by reasons of dimension 
bijective) homomorphism from & to X over a neighbourhood of 0 intersected with S’. 
Remarks. 
(3.7) The numbers exp 2ri(d, + r - 1) are the eigenvalues of the monodromy 
operator 0 in T. 
(3.8) Quite analogously, it is proved that V[hko] is bijective over a neighbourhood 
of the origin intersected with S’ if dA + r - 1 # 0 for A = 1, . . . , I - 1 and -kp + r - 1 
# 0. Details are left to the reader. 
(3.9) The following interpretation of (3.6) and (3.8) explains our interest in these 
properties. The element [h’o] E FL%” defines for each s ES’ a cohomology class 
[h’(s)o(s)] on Xs. These classes may be compared with a fixed [hk(so)w(so)lE 
H”(X,; C) by displacing [hk(s)w(s)] over a curve in S’ from s to so. Then the 
displaced class in H”(X,; C) only depends on the homotopy class of this curve. In 
order to eliminate this ambiguity we pass to the regular covering m: S’+ S’ of S’ 
which is associated to the representation of r,(S), so) on H”(X,,,; C). Thus we get a 
well-defined map 
A: St--* H”(X,; C). 
The derivative of & at s’ E S’ may be naturally identified with V[h’o](s) E 
Hom(B(s), Z”(s)) = Hom(B(s), H”(X,; C)) where s = w(S). Hence (3.8) can be regar- 
ded as a criterion for the nonsingularity of A. 
04. TEE CASE OF AN ORDINARY DOUBLE POINT 
Before we focus our attention to more complicated singularities, we study the case 
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of an ordinary double point in some detail. This is by no means redundant work, since 
we will use the results obtained here at a later occasion. 
An ordinary double point is a two-dimensional singularity, which (in suitable 
coordinates) is given by f(zo, zl, z2) = zO*+ zi*+ zz*. The defining equation f then 
serves as a versa1 deformation for the singularity X0: = f-‘(O). If s is a positive real 
number, the set of real points of XI: = f-‘(s,) is an n-sphere, which after orienting it, 
defines a vanishing cycle c(s) E Z&(X,; Z) (as s +O, it vanishes indeed) and hence 
generates H,(X,; Z). The family (c(s)) extends to a multivalued continuous family 
over C-(O). By the Picard-Lefschetz formula (see (5.1) here after) the monodromy 
operator transforms c(s) into --c(s), so the multivaluedness is only due to the sign of 
c(s). Now, let 4(z) dzO A fz, A fzz be a holomorphic 3-form on a neighbourhood of the 
origin in C3 with b(O) # 0. For s suthciently small, the squared integral 
I(S)’ = CT,,,, id dzl): 
is then a well-defined holomorphic function on a punctured neighbourhood of the 
origin. 
(4.1) LEMMA. The function I(s)’ extends holomorphically over the origin and has a 
zero of order one there. 
Proof. By the very definition of V, we have 
$0) = I,,,, V $14 dzl. 
Now recall that V(a/as)[4 dz] is computed as follows: write f& dz = df A 7) with 
i = &z, dz, A dzz + zI dzz A dz,,+ zz dzo A dz,). Then dv-4dz represents 
sV(a/as)[# dz]. A simple calculation shows that 
* s$s)=I(s)+J(s) 
with J(S) = Jeer) [Z fzi(a+/lazi) dz]. Hence K: = s-‘I’ satisfies the differential equation 
I 
$= K . 2s-'I-'J. 
Now we observe that I-‘J is a holomorphic function on a punctured neighbourhood 
of the origin. It is not hard to show that I-‘(s)J(s)+O if s E R, tends to 0. Hence 
I-‘(s)J(s) extends holomorphically over the origin and vanishes there. So s-‘I-‘J is 
holomorphic as well, and if L is a primitive function for s-‘I-‘J, then by (4.2) 
K(s) = const. exp (L(s)). It follows that K is holomorphic at the origin. Moreover 
K(0) Z 0, for otherwise K (and hence I) would be identically zero, which is im- 
possible since [d dz] is a generator of %‘“. 
This result will be used in the following situation. Let F and o be as in 03 and let s 
be a simple point of D. Then s has a small spherical neighbourhood U such that 
U -D is homotopy equivalent to a circle. According to the Picard-Lefschetz for- 
mulas (see the next §) we have a 2-valued section of vanishing cycles {2&s’): 
s’EU-D}over U-D. 
It follows from (4.1) that 
(4.3) The function (Po(s’)lS(~‘))~ = (lstr3 [o(s’)])*. a priori defined on U - D, extends 
to a holomorphic function on U and this extension vanishes with exact order one 
along D n U. 
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If on the other hand E(S)) E Hz(X,$; Z) (s’ E U - D) is such that (e(s)). S(s’)) = 0, 
then e(s)) uniquely extends to a continuous univalued family {E(s”)’ E H?(X,“; z): 
s”E U} such that for any s”E D fl U. E(S)‘) may be represented by a cycle on the 
nonsingular part of X,.. Since w(s”) is a well-defined 2-form on this nonsingular part, 
the expression J .(170(s”) makes sense and it readily follows that 
(4.4) The function (P(s”)lr(s”)) = I.,,, w(s”) defined on U-D extends to a 
holomorphic function on U. 
85. THE CASE OF A RATIONAL DOUBLE POINT 
In this section we shall investigate the behaviour of our period mapping P: = P, 
when the singularity is a rational double point. In the terminology of Arnol’d, a 
rational double point is a simple hypersurface singularity of dimension two. We shall 
recover a result due to Brieskorn, which identifies the discriminant of the semi- 
universal deformation with the discriminant of the associated monodromy group. This 
identification will be used when we analyze the versa1 deformation of simple-elliptic 
singularities. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the concept of a vanishing cycle, the 
Picard-Lefschetz formulae etc. For his or her convenience we recall that if F: X + S 
is the versa1 deformation of a two-dimensional hypersurface singularity, then 
(5.1) Each curve y in S’ form a base point s’E S’ to a simple point s of D 
determines (up to sign) a vanishing cycle +S, E H2(Xs,; Z). 
(5.2) If Pr is a loop in S’ which initially follows y as above, makes a simple loop 
around D at s and returns via y to s’, then the monodromy s8, along Fr is given by the 
Picard-Lefschetz formulae: 
$(E) = E + (E, s,>s,. 
(S,, 8,) = - 2. 
Here (,) stands for the intersection form on H,(X,.; Z), which is symmetric in the 
present case. Note that any such se7 is a reflection. 
(5.3) The monodromy group, denoted by M, is by definition the image of the 
canonical representation p: ~r(s’, s’)+Aut H2(X,; Z). The set 5’ of vanishing cycles 
constitutes an M-orbit. For evident geometric reasons M leaves the intersection form 
invariant. 
(5.4) There exists a set B of vanishing cycles which is a basis of H,(X,.; Z) and has 
the additional property that the corresponding set of reflections {s*.: 6 E B} generates M. 
(5.5) Hence both M and V can be recovered from the intersection matrix 
((8, S’))b.b,EB. The latter is usually codified into an intersection diagram. This is a kind 
of graph on the set B: 6 E B and 6’E B (Sit 6’) are connected by I(& S’)l bonds, which 
are dotted if (6,s’) c 0. 
(5.6) We now focus our attention to the rational double points. These admit 
various characterisations. One of them is the finiteness of their monodromy group. 
Since the monodromy group is generated by reflections, this implies that it is a 
Coxeter group. From the properties (5.4) and (5.3) it follows that the generating 
reflections are all conjugate in M. This and the fact that M leaves invariant a lattice 
implies that M must be of type A,, D, or E,. These occur as monodromy groups 
indeed and the corresponding singularity is labeled accordingly. We list them together 
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with their semi-universal deformation and the number r defined in (3.5). 
A, f(z) = z;+* + z,* + z* r=l+l/(f+l) 
g(z, u) = f(z) + U,Zo + . :. + uI_,z;-’ 
D, f(z) = z,,‘-1 + z0z2 + z2 r = 1 + 1/[2(1- l)] 
g(z, U) = f(z) + ulzl+ u*zo+ ujzo* + . . . + u,_,zo’-* 
E6 f(z)= z:+z,~+z~ r= 1+ 1112 
g(z, u) = f(z) + UlZO + u*zo* + UjZ[ + U4ZOZI + uszo*z, 
E, f(z) = zn3 + znz13 +z2* r = 1 + 1118 
g(z, u) = f(z) + UlZO + u*z1+ U3ZOZI + uqz,* + U3Z13 
Es f(z) = zo5 + z,~ + z2* r = 1 + l/30 
g(z, u) = f(z) + UlZO + u*zo* + u3zg3 t U4ZI + uszozl+ &,zo*z, + u,zo3z,. 
Note that in all these cases not only f, but also g is weighted homogeneous with 
positive weights. This is more conveniently phrased by saying that F: X = C2+’ + C’ = 
S is equivariant for C*-actions on X and S which have the property that each orbit 
has the origin in its closure. 
For the determination of the discriminant we need a few results from the theory of 
Coxeter groups ([l], Ch. V, will serve as a general reference). Let V be a real vector 
space and W a finite subgroup of GL( V) generated by reflections. Then W also acts 
on the ‘symmetric algebra S(V) = $r=,S’( V). We put S( V)w = (4 E S(V): wr$ = 4 
for all w E W} and S( V)-w = (4 E S(V): w4 = det (w)4 for all w E W} and let 1 
denote the dimension of V. Then 
(5.7) s(v)w . IS a polynomial algebra on homogeneous generators f,, . . .,f, (of 
degree 1 + ml, . . . , 1 + ml where m,, . . . , ml are the exponents of W, but we shall not 
use this fact). 
(5.8) Choose for any reflection hyperplane in V a linear form .defining it and let d 
denote their product. Then d E S(V)-w and d generates S( V)-w as S(V)w-module. 
(5.9) The number of reflection hyperplanes in V equals $1, where 6 stands for 
the Coxeter number of W. 
(5.10) The geometric implications of these properties are the following. Property 
(5.7) comes down to saying that the W-orbit space of Vc: = V@& is as an affine 
algebraic variety isomorphic to C’ (via the map (f,. . . ., f,): Vc+C’). Property (5.8) 
implies that the critical locus of the quotient mapping q: Vc + W\ Vc is just the divisor 
defined by d, i.e. the union %‘c of complexified reflection hyperplanes. Furthermore, 
the discriminant q(%‘c) of q is defined by d* E S( V)w and thus a weighted homo- 
geneous variety of degree @l (by (5.9)) and weights 1 + ml, . . . , 1 + ml (by (5.7)). 
In particular, for a rational double point with Milnor number I, the orbit space 
M\H*(X,,; C) is as an affine variety isomorphic to C’. We denote this orbit space by SM 
and we let DM C SM stand for the discriminant of the canonical projection of 
H2(X,,; C) to SM. Then the period mapping P: = PO defined as in (3.9) drops to a 
holomorphic mapping P: S’+ SM. The main result of this section can now be stated as 
follows. 
(5.11) THEOREM. The mapping P: S’ -+ SM extends holomorphically over D and the 
resulting mapping is an isomorphism (S, D)+&, DM) between pairs of uflne 
varieties with C*-action. 
To prove theorem (5.11) we consider the function I,$ on S’ defined by 
o(s): S(s) E H2(X,; 2) a vanishing cycle 
I 
. 
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This function is holomorphic and by (4.3) and (4.4) bounded in a neighbourhood of any 
simple point of D. By the Riemann extension theorem. 4 then extends holomorphically 
over all of S. We continue to denote this extension by +. 
(5.12) LEMMA. The divisor of IJ is just D. 
Proof. It follows from (4.3) that $ vanishes along D. Since + is weighted 
homogeneous, it therefore suffices to show that $ has the same multiplicity as D at 0, 
namely 1. We do this by proving that t,blT has a zero of order 1 at OE T (remember 
that T is the first co-ordinate axis). 
First, we observe that II(,) [o(t)], t E T, satisfies the differential equation 
d 
dt I,,,, [w(t)1 = I,,,, vd,cdr,[~(r)l = (r - 1)/q,, [o(t)1 
and hence J’s(,) [w(t)] = const. t’-‘. So, if c E Aut H’(X,; C) stands for the monodromy 
operator for a simple loop around the origin in T, then [o(t)] lies in the exp (27ri(r - l))- 
eigen space of c. It is well-known that c is a Coxeter element of M and if we 
compare the table in (5.6) with those in [l] we find that r - 1 is just the inverse of the 
Coxeter number 6 of M. Now the exp (2rri/@)-eigen space of c is one-dimensional 
and no reflection in M leaves this line invariantll, V. No. 6.21. Hence Jlcr) [w(t)] Z 0 
for r E T - (0) and s(t) a vanishing cycle on X,. Since the number of vanishing cycles 
equals @f (lot. cit.) it follows that $(r) = const. r’, r E T, with const. # 0. 
Proof of (5.11). The mapping P extends over D for the same reason as I,!J does. By 
(5.7) and (5.8) the function II{(s(s’)].): so H,(X,.; 2) a vanishing cycle} on 
H*(X,,; C) drops to a function on SM whose divisor is just &. Hence P-‘(D,) is the 
divisor of I+? and the latter is by the previous lemma equal to D. 
Next we prove that PIS’ is nonsingular. By what we have just shown P maps 6’ 
into the regular M-orbit space of H*(X,,; C). Therefore, the nonsingularity of P(S’ will 
follow from the nonsingularity of P. In order to verify the latter we use (3.6). The 
hypotheses of (3.6) are clearly satisfied since r - 1 + d, 3 r - 1 = 6-l > 0. Hence by 
(3.6) (and its interpretation (3.9)) PlS’ is a local isomorphism near the origin. As P is 
C*-equivariant, P must be a local isomorphism on all of S’. 
It follows that the critical locus Zp of P is contained in D. If Cp # 8, then Zp = D, 
because E,p is a hypersurface and D is irreducible. This would imply that D occurs 
with multiplicity > 1 in P-‘(D,) which, as we have already proved, is not the case. 
Hence P is a local isomorphism. This is in particular true at the origin. The 
C*-equivariance then implies that P is global isomorphism. 
We close this section with a lemma strengthening (5.12). This will be of some use 
to us, when we study simple-elliptic singularities. 
Let F: X+ S be a representative of a semi-universal deformation of a rational 
double point of the type described in the first section. Let w’ and a’ be nowhere 
vanishing holomorphic forms of maximal rank on X and S respectively. As before, 
these data define a family of 2-forms {o’(s) E IR$,: s ES’}. The product of the 
periods of o’(s) on the vanishing cycles in H2(X,; Z) defines a holomorphic function 
on S’. This function extends by (4.3) and (4.4) to a holomorphic function on S, which 
we denote by 4’. 
(5.13) LEMMA. The divisor of I,+’ and D coincide at the origin. 
Proof. In view of the essential uniqueness of semi-universal deformations, we 
may assume that F is a representative of the weighted homogeneous mapping 
considered above. Since a’ and our previous a only differ by a unit of r0~ C r0,~ we 
may assume that (after multiplying o’ with this unit) a’ and a coincide. We extend 
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[o] E Z” to a weighted homogeneous basis [w,] = [w]. [w2], . . . , [or] with deg (wA) > 
deg (w) for A > 1. Writing [w’] as a &,-linear combination of these elements, we 
notice that the coefficient of [w] is a unit. Hence $I’ is an 0sJinear combination of 
the products 
II 
{I 
[wAJ: S a vanishing cycle 
I I 
such that the coefficient of 
~=n(l,bl: S a vanishing cycle I 
is a unit. Each of these products is a weighted homogeneous polynomial which 
vanishes along D by (4.3), and is therefore (by (5.12)) a multiple of I,/J. For products 
# JI, this multiple must be in the maximal idea1 of B.sO by reasons of degree. Hence JI’ 
and + differ by a unit in 0,, and we may conclude by (5.12). 
56. THE MONODROMY GROUP OF A SIMPLEELLIF’TIC SINGULARITY 
(6.1) In the hierarchy of two-dimensional hypersurface singularities, the simple- 
elliptic singularities come next to the rational double points. They can be defined as 
follows. Let C be a nonsingular curve of genus one over the complex field and let 1 be 
a line bundle over this curve. The space X,-, obtained from the total space of 1 by 
collapsing its null section to a point is in a natural way an affine algebraic variety if 
and only if the Chern class c(l) is negative. The unique singular point of X0 is then 
called simple-elliptic. We are interested in the case when X0 is a hypersurface: 
according to Saito[l4], this is so if and only if c(1) equals -1, -2 or -3. Then X0 is 
given by one of the following homogeneous expressions f(zo, 21~22): 
c(l) equation notation P r 
-3 ZI(Z, - zo)(z, - azo) + z0zz2 8, 8 1 
-2 ZOZl(Z, +zo)(z, - a.73 + G2 8, 9 1 
-1 z,(z, - zo2)(z* - azo2) + 222 &7 10 1 
Here the j-invariant of C is in all three cases given by 4/271 (a*- a + l)3a-2(a - l)-‘, 
SO that a omits the values 0 and 1 (see Saito[l4]). For such a singularity of 
type ii, we choose a semi-universal deformation F(z, u) = (g(z. u) = 
f(z) + UIMZ) + * . . + u~+&+dz), u) as before (so each +k is a monomial in 
C[z,, z,, z,]). If we give each coefficient uA its appropriate degree, i.e. deg u,: = 
degf - deg &, then g is also weighted homogeneous. It is easily checked that we 
always have deg u, 2 0 and that deg u, = 0 for precisely one A, say for A = I+ 1. Then 
deg 4,+, = degf and hence the deformation of X0 along the u,+,-axis, (f(z) + 
u~+,~,+,(z)}, is a family of weighted homogeneous singularities. It is not hard to check 
that these equations define simple elliptic singularities if u!+, varies in a small 
neighbourhood Q of OE C. (Intuitively, this may be seen as follows. Consider the 
C*-orbit space of the nonsingular part of this family. This space projects to the 
u,+,-axis and the fibre over the origin is naturally isomorphic to the nonsingular curve 
C. So a fibre near the origin is a deformation of C and hence a nonsingular curve of 
genus one.) Thus we are lead to consider the following model of the semi-universal 
deformation of X,, 
F:C3xC’xQ-+CxC’xQ, 
(z, UI,. . . , Ulr 4+d+ (g(z, u), UI, . . . , Ul, U,+,), 
for there exist natural C*-actions on source and range of F which make F C*- 
equivariant and respect the projection on the last factor Q. It is a nontrivial fact 
(which was proved in [9]) that the topological type of the family of mappings 
{F,: c3+’ -PC’+‘: q E Q} remains constant. We shan’t make any use of this, but regard 
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it as a motivation to investigate F0 rather than F. At this point we alter our previous 
notation and write X = C3+‘, S = Cl”, F instead of F,, D for the discriminant of F,. 
etc. 
Our first aim is to compactify all fibres X,, s E S, of F simultaneously. This can be 
done by adding to each fibre a copy of C. More concretely, take the set of monomials 
in C[ZO, zI, zr] of degree sdegf. These determine a certain embedding i: C3+CN for 
some N. If we think of X, as an hypersurface in C3, then i(X,) is a hypersurface in 
CN whose closure in PN intersects the hyperplane at infinity along a curve isomorphic 
to C (for the points of this curve are in a natural bijective correspondence with the 
C*-orbits of X0, hence with C). We thus obtain a diagram 
s 
with P proper and J? -X naturally isomorphic to S x C. Moreover each fibre Xs of P 
is the disjoint union of X, and C, and is smooth near C,. The surfaces Xs are known 
under the name Del Pezzo surfaces[lO, 121. 
We shall establish some homological properties of F. For any s E S, we choose a 
tubular neighbourhood TV: T, --* C, of C, in Xs. Clearly Xs - f= is a deformation 
retract of X,. We have a “tube mapping” L: H&C,; Z)+ Hr(X,; Z) which assigns to a 
one-cycle 2 on C, the two-cycle rr-‘(2) n dT, on X,. Let further (T: H2(X,; Z)+ 
H*(X,; Z) denote the “intersection homomorphism”. 
(6.2) LEMMA. If X, is nonsingular, L maps H,(C,, Z) isomorphically onto Ker (a). 
Proof. The circle bundle r,: JT, + C, can be easily identified with the circle 
bundle associated to the dual of 1. In particular its Chern class is nonzero. Now 
consider the following part of the Gysin sequence (with integral coefficients): 
where $ is cap product with the Chern class of rrl and hence injective. This implies 
that L’ is an isomorphism. The diagram below 
HJX, - f,, aT,)+H,(aT,)+H,(X, - t)+H,(X, - t;, JT,) 
H’(X,) = 0 
clearly identifies H,(dT,) as the kernel of o and thus completes the proof. 
(6.4) For what is going to follow it is worthwhile to observe the following facts. 
There is an exact (Leray) sequence with rational coefficients 
HI@,)- H’(C,)--‘-, H*&)i’- H*(X,)A H’(C,)----+ H3(r7,), (6.5) 
II II 
0 0 
where c is dual to the operation of intersecting two-cycles on 2, with C,, i* is the 
restriction mapping and R is dual to L. The cokernel of c may be identified with the 
primitive part P*(x,) of Hz@,). Hence from (6.5) we get a short exact sequence 
0- P*(~,)--!-+ H*(X,)A H’(C,)- 0. (6.6) 
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It can be shown that the Hodge structure on the first term is of type (1,l) only. As is 
well-known the complexification of the last term decomposes into H’*‘(C,) and 
Zf’.‘(C,). Following Deligne one may then define a mixed Hedge structure on 
H*(X,;Q) consisting of the following data: a weight filtration W* on H*(X,;Q) 
defined by W. = WI = {0}, Wz = Ker (R) = Im (j). W, = H’(X,; Q), a Hodge filtration 
F* on H*(X,;C) with F3= 0, F2 (= the cohomology which can be represented by 
holomorphic two-forms on X, with a pole of order one along C,), F’ = H*(X,; C) and 
finally the datum of the integral lattice H’(X,: 2) C H?X,;Q), compare 
Steenbrink[lS]. These are intrinsic data of X, in the sense that they don’t depend on 
our particular compactification Xs. It is easily shown that F* is spanned by our form 
o(s). As F* is the only datum of the (abstract) mixed Hodge structure defined above 
which can vary in a continuous way, this provides a link between our period mapping 
and the one constructed by Griffiths[6]. 
From the exact sequence (6,6) one can also derive information about the 
monodromy group. Clearly the monodromy group acts on this sequence. This action is 
evidently trivial on the last term. By the Hodge index theorem, the intersection form 
on P2(Xs) is negative definite. Hence the restriction of the monodromy group to 
P’(r) is finite, and as it is generated by reflections, a finite Coxeter group. It follows 
that the monodromy group is an extension of a finite Coxeter group by an abelian 
group of rank 621. A theorem of Gabrielov implies that it is the “biggest” such group. 
In order to state his result in a more precise way, we observe that the images of P*(X) 
and uo: H2(X,; Q)+ H*(X,, Q) coincide. Let 9 C H*(X,: Z) denote the image of the 
set of vanishing cycles under cr. 
(6.7) PROPOSITION (Gabrielov [4]). 
(i) 9 is a root system in Im(a,& of type E, relatiue the symmetric bilinear form on 
Im(a,) induced by u. 
(ii) The restriction of the monodromy group M of Im(a,) is just the Weyl group 
W(B) of 3. 
(iii) The following exact sequence realizes M as a semi-direct product 
O- Ker (a)@Im (a) < M - W(9)--, 1, 
where exp is the homomorphism defined by exp (a@b*)(x) = x +(b*lx)a and the 
action of W(3) is trivial on the first factor and canonical on the second. 
Let us briefly indicate how one may arrive at this without using Gabrielov’s result. 
Since u induces on Im (acz) = P*(Xs,) a negative definite form, the set 9 must be finite. 
This implies that 9 is a root system and that M maps onto its Weyl group W(9). 
Since W(9) acts transitively on 9, the root system is of type A,, D, or E,. We 
identify 59 by computing its connection index. This is just the order of the torsion part 
of the cokernel of u. With the aid of the sequences used in (6.3) the torsion can be 
identified with the cokernel of I,% i.e. with the cyclic group of order -c(l). This can 
only be if 99 is of type E,. Now choose a basis {a,. . . . , CX,+~} for Yf such that 
u((Y,), . . ., ~(a,) form a basis of the root system 3. By letting the reflections s,,, . . ., s,, 
act on a,+, and a,+* we may assume that (~(a,+~) = ~(a,+,) = ~(a,). Then a,+, -a, and 
a,+z- a, span Ker (a). One further checks that s,,s,!_, = exp (a,+, - aI)& and 
S&,+, = exp (a,+* - a,)@u(a,). The proposition follows. 
Recall that our two-form w(s) on X, was defined as the “quotient” of dz, A dz, A 
dz, A du, A . . . A du,,, by dv, A . . . A dv,,,. One easily verifies that these forms have 
equal weight, so that o(s) must be of weight zero. In other words the family of forms 
{o(s)} is C*-invariant. This has the following consequence 
(6.8) PROPOSITION. For any s E S, o(s) has a simple pole along C, and its residue 
q(s) on C, is nontrivial and independent of s. 
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Proof. We first consider the case s = 0. At a point z E C, we can find local 
coordinates (x, y) on X0 such that Co is locally defined by y = 0 and the C*-action given 
by A(x. y) = (x, A-‘y). In these coordinates w(0) is of the form 4(.x, y)y-’ dx dy with 4 
a C*-invariant rational function. This implies 4(x, y) = 4(x, 0). Since w(O) is an honest 
nowhere vanishing two-form on the nonsingular part of X0, +(O, 0) is neither 0 nor 00. 
This shows that o0 has a simple pole along C,, and that its residue ~(0) on C, is a 
nonzero holomorphic differential. 
Now for s in a neighbourhood of the origin, the pole-order of o(s) along C, cannot 
be worse, so that we still have a well-defined residue q(s) on C,. Since the space of 
holomorphic differentials on C, is one-dimensional, we can write v(s) = (Y(s)TJ(O) for 
some holomorphic function a (identifying C,, and C, in the obvious way). Since {o(s)} 
is C*-invariant, so is (1. This implies that a is constant, hence identically one. 
(6.9) This proposition implies that C, is a canonical divisor for Xs. We choose a 
base point s E S’ and we let s’+ S’ be the regular covering associated to the 
monodromy representation on H2(X,; Z). Let the period mapping P: s’+ H’(X,; C) 
be defined as before. As R,: H’(X,; C)+H’(C,; C) corresponds to 27ri times the 
residue operation, it follows from (6.8) that R, 0 P is constant and equal to the class of 
2m$(s). We denote this class by T and put H: = Rc-‘(7). So H is an I-dimensional affine 
plane in 23*(X,; C) which is parallel to Ker (R,) = Im (a,-) and invariant under the 
monodromy group M. Moreover P maps into Z-I. 
In order to determine the action of M on H, we observe that since r is represented 
by a nontrivial holomorphic differential the homomorphism eu: H,(C,; Z)-tC which 
evaluates the periods is injective and maps onto a lattice I in C. The elliptic curve 
J(C): = C/I? is the jacobian of C and as such naturally isomorphic to the translation 
group of C. 
(6.10) PROPOSITION. The action of M on H is faithful and the unipotent radical 
exp (Ker (a)@Im ((T)) of M acts as a translation group on H. If we regard Im (a,) as 
the translation space of H, then this translation group is identified with the lattice 
Im (a)@$ in Im (UC). 
Proof. Since T and 7 span H’(C,;C), H Ul? generates H*(X,;C). Now any 
w E M which leaves H pointwise fixed leaves also a point-wise fixed. Hence the 
action is faithful. 
As for the second case, notice that the composed isomorphism 
Ker (a) -% H,( C%; Z) cy r 
determines an injection Ker (a)@Im (rr) 2 I’@Im (u) c Im (a,-). We claim that this is 
just the representation of Ker(cr)@Im (a) on H. To see this, let a@* E 
Ker (a)@Im (a) and pick any x E H. Then exp (a@b*)(x) = x + (a/x). b*. Since R is 
dual to LQ, we have (alx) = (L-‘(a)lR,(x)) = (L-I(a) = eu 0 L-‘(a). This proves that 
exp (a@6*) restricted to H amounts to the translation (eu 0 L-‘(a))@b*. 
We denote the orbit space of H for the translation group Im (u)@r by A. By the 
preceding proposition and (6.7) the natural action of M on A factorizes over an 
effective action of the Weyl group W(3). We should think of A as an abelian variety 
without base point. More precisely, we have as an immediate corollary to (6.10): 
(6.11) The abelian variety Im (u)@J(C) = Im (a,)/(Im (u)@I) acts simply tran- 
sitively on A. The action of the Weyl group W(9) on A induces one on this abelian 
variety and corresponds to the natural action of W(9) on the first factor of 
Im (u)@J(C) (and the trivial one on the second, of course). 
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$7. THE DISCRIMINANT OF A SIMPLE ELLIF'TIC SINGULARITY 
(7.1) In this section we shall establish our main result, namely an analogue of 
(5.11) for simple-elliptic singularities. Our first aim is to extend the monodromy 
covering S’+ S’ as a branched covering over a larger part of S. It is worthwhile to do 
this in a somewhat more general situation. Thus, we let F: X+ S be a good 
representative of the semi-universal deformation of an isolated two-dimensional 
hypersurface singularity. If the singular part of some fibre X, consist of k distinct 
points x,, . . ., xk, then following Teissier[ 161 the germ of D at s decomposes accor- 
dingly, more precisely, if (S, Di) denotes the discriminant-germ of a semi-universal 
deformation of (X,, xi). then there is a (noncanonical) isomorphism between the germ 
of (S, D) at s and the pair S, x (S,, D,) x . . . x (Sk, Q), where S, is a nonsingular germ. 
Hence the local fundamental group and monodromy group of S’ at s decompose 
accordingly into direct products. In particular, if all the singularities x,, . . ., xk are 
simple, the local monodromy group is a finite Coxeter group. It follows from (5.11) 
that near s, D is (up to the trivial factor S,) isomorphic to the discriminant of this 
finite Coxeter group. By a simple morsification argument one proves that the fun- 
damental group of S - D maps onto the local fundamental group of S - D at s. Hence 
the monodromy covering over S - D extends as a branched covering over a neigh- 
bourhood of s. In order to do things globally, let S, C S denote the set of s E S such 
that X, has at most simple singularities. It follows from the previous remarks and 
(5.11) that the monodromy covering s’* S extends to a branched covering T: $ + S, 
such that S, is smooth, and has D,: = D n S, as its branch locus. The set ti, t $ of 
ramification points is locally the union of reflection hyperplanes of a finite Coxeter group. 
Moreover, reflections in the monodromy group also act as such on 3, in the sense that 
their fixed point set is nonsingular and of codimension one. Finally, the period mapping 
P: Sr+ H*(X,; C) extends by (4.3), (4.4) and the Riemann extension theorem to a 
holdmorphic mapping err: S, + H*(X, ; C) which is equivariant for the monodromy 
actions. 
Returning to the case at hand, we have by a r_esult of Saito[l4] that S, = S - (0). 
Hence D, = D - (0) and it follows from (6.9) that P, maps into H. (Of course, here we 
are not considering the semi-universal deformation, but this hardly matters.) We want 
to prove that S, is in a natural way endowed with a C*-action and that p, identifies the 
C*-orbit space of S, with H. 
(7.2) LEMMA. The C*-action on S, = S - (0) rifts to one on 3, and fi, is constant on 
these orbits. 
Proof. We first show that the C*-action lifts to one on 3’. For this, it suffices to 
prove that for any orbit map C*+ S’ the induced family over C* has trivial 
monodromy. But this immediately follows from the C*-equivariance of F. By natural- 
ity of C*-action on S’ then extends to one on S,. Since the family {w(s)} is 
C*-invariant, fi, is constant on the orbits. 
Let A, c H denote the union of reflection hyperplanes in H. It follows from (4.3) 
that I’, maps fi, into A,. 
(7.3) LEMMA. The divisor fi, contains a point s’ such that p,-‘(AH) and fi, coincide 
as divisors at S. 
Proof. We take for S a point with the property that its image ~(5) in S, is “as 
singular as possible”, namely such that the singular set of X, consists of a simple 
singularity of type E,. The local monodromy group is then a Coxeter group of type E, 
and maps therefore isomorphically to W(g). It then follows from (6.7) -(iii) that the 
M-stabilizers of S and p,(5) coincide. Near s’, p, is equivalent to evaluating the 
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periods of w in the vanishing cycles of r(c). Since fi, is constant on the C*-orbits, it 
suffices to prove the corresponding assertion for a slice through J. As such a slice has 
the same dimension as H (namely I), this easily follows from (5.13). 
(7.4) LEMMA. The C*-action on 3, is free and the induced map p,lC*: $C*+ H is 
a local isomorphism. 
Proof. We use criterion (3.8) to verify that P, = h-‘P: St-+ H’(X,; C) is of 
maximal rank. Indeed, following the table in (6.1), r = 1 in all cases and hence 
d,+r-l>O for k=l,. . ., I+ 1. Since H is an affine plane which doesn’t pass 
through the origin, it follows that P: .?I + H is of maximal rank, too. Hence the 
critical locus of p, is contained in D,. This locus is of codimension one or void, 
because this is so for the restriction of p, to any slice. Hence it is a union of 
irreducible components of I$. As 0, is irreducible, the covering group acts tran- 
sitively on these components and so this union is either void or all of fi,. Lemma (7.3) 
implies that at least at one point of I& pf is nonsingular. Hence p, is nonsingular on 
all of 3,. Since the C*-orbit space of S, has the same dimension as H, it follows that 
the C*-action on 3, is free and that the induced map fi,/C*: $/C*+ H is a local 
isomorphism. 
Of course, the monodromy group M also acts on the orbit space $C*. The 
unipotent radical of M acts fixed point free on H and hence, by the M-equivariance 
of $/C* + H, also on $/C*. We let $, resp. $1/C*, denote the orbit spaces of $, resp. 
3,/C* for the unipotent radical of M. These are nonsingular and as the notation 
suggests the latter is just the C*-orbit space of the former. Notice that $ is a 
branched covering over S’, = S - {0}, with covering group W(9) by (6.7). Let 0, C 3, 
denote the set of ramification points. Now recall that A is by definition the orbit space 
of H for the unipotent radical of M. So there are mappings p,: $+A and p,/C*: 
s,/C* + A induced by pf and pf/C*. Let AA C A denote the reduced image of AH in A. 
In other words A,, is the union of fixed point hypertori of the reflections in W(9). 
(7.5) PROPOSITION. The mappings p,/C*: $C* + H is an isomorphism which maps 
fi,/C* onto AH. Similarly, F,lC*: @Z* + A is an isomorphism which maps fi,/C* onto 
A A* 
Proof. Since 3, + S, has a finite covering group and S,/C* is compact, it follows 
that &C* is compact. This implies that p&* is-proper. By the previous lemma it is 
also a local isomorphism and hence an unramified covering map. This in its turn. 
implies that p,/C*: 2,/C*-* H is an unramified covering. But H is simply connected, 
so p,/C* is an isomorphism. It follows from (4.3) that fi, maps fi, into A,. As 6, is of 
codimension one, its image in H, must then be an M-invariant union of irreducible 
components of AH. This union must be all of AH, for M acts transitively on the 
vanishing cycles and hence transitively on the irreducible components of Aw The 
assertions concerning p,/C* follows from this. 
It follows from (7.4) and (7.5) that p,: 3, +A realizes 3, as the total space of a 
C*-bundle over A. Let 2’ denote the associated line bundle. 
(7.6) PROPOSITION. Let $j stand for the Coxeter number of W(9) = W(E,) (4 = 12, 
18, 30 for I= 6, 7, 8). Then 2A, is a divisor for YzB. 
Proof. We recall that the discriminant was given as the zero set of a function h. Of 
course, we may (and do) assume that h is weighted homogeneous. Since v,,‘+~ occurs 
with nonzero coefficient in the expression for h, we have deg (h) = (I+ 2) deg (v,,) = 
(l+ 2) deg cf). This observation makes it easy to check that in all three cases A EC* 
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acts on h as multiplication with A=. Thus we may consider the induced function on 3, 
as a section of YzB. The zero locus of this induced function is just 2D,, for the order 
of ramification in the simple points of fi, equals two. By the preceding proposition we 
have fi, = p,-‘(A,& It follows that 2A, is a divisor for 3e-28. 
We summarize 
(7.7) THEOREM. There is a branched covering !?f over S, = S - (0) with brunch focus 
D, = D - (0) and couering group W(B) satisfying the following properties. 
(i) 3, is nonsingular. 
(ii) The C*-action on S, lifts to a free C*-action on 3,. 
(iii) The C*-orbit space sJC* is in a natural way a principal homogeneous space 
for the abelian oarity Im (cr)@J(C). 
(iv) The representation of Im (c)@J(C) on sflC* is W(W)-equivariant, in parti- 
cular Im (a)@J(C) and 3,/C* are isomorphic as W(B)-varieties. 
Furthermore, the line bundle 2 over 3,/C* defined by the free C*-action on 3, has 
the following features 
(v) _Y? is endowed wifh a W(3)-action which lifts the W(9)-action on 3,/C*. 
(vi) W(9) acts trivially on thefibres ouer the W(9)-fixed point set of A. 
(vii) The set of ramification points of 3, + S, projects onto a hypersurface in 3,/C*. 
As a reduced divisor, this hypersurface is a divisor for Xe-0 (where @ is the Coxeter- 
number of W(3)). 
Such line bundles have been studied in some detail in [8]. It is not hard to prove 
(and carried out in the reference just cited) that A* is an ample divisor. This implies 
that if in the total space of 3’ the zero section is collapsed to a point, the resulting 
space is in a natural way a normal affine algebraic variety. The Weyl group still acts 
on this space and its W(3)-orbit space is a normal affine algebraic variety as well. 
There is a canonical map from the latter to S which is bijective. By Zariski’s main 
theorem it is then an isomorphism. We thus recover a particular case of one of the 
main results in [8]. 
We finally mention a few corollaries to this and formulate a few conjectures 
connected with (7.5). 
(7.8) The singular part of any fibre X,# X,, consists of a finite number of rational 
double points. The disjoint union of the intersection diagrams of these singularities 
can be embedded in the completed Dynkin diagram $ of 3 and any proper subdiagram of 
$ occurs in this way. 
The idea of the proof is as follows. For each s # 0, we choose a point a E A such 
that p,-‘(a) maps to the C*-orbit of s. Then the reflections in W(9) which fix a 
generate a Weyl group whose Dynkin diagram $3~ may be identified with the disjoint 
union of the intersection diagrams of the distinct singularities on X,. By analyzing the 
W(a)-action on A, or what amounts to the same, on Im (o)@(C), one shows that $?I~ isa 
proper subdiagram of 6. 
(7.9) It follows from the observations made in (6.4) that p,: S,+ H and Fr: &+A 
can be identified with liftings of the classifying map for mixed Hodge structures. If C 
has nonsingular j-value, the actual classifying map is obtained as follows. Let N 
denote the group of automorphisms of H,(X,; Z) which respect the intersection form 
and leave Ker (a) pointwise fixed. Then N acts on H and we may identify the N-orbit 
space of H with the space which classifies the mixed Hodge structures of the fibres of 
F (so with a fixed Hodge structure on WJ W,). In order to determine N\H we proceed 
as follows. The. image of N in Aut (Im (a)) contains the normalizer N(3) of W(%) 
and since 3 = {I: E Im (a), (r, r) = -2) it can’t be bigger than that. Subsequently, one 
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proves that M and N have the same unipotent radical. So we may identify N\H with 
N(%)\A. The mapping S,/C* --f N\H is therefore equivalent with the classifying map 
and may be identified with the canonical projection W(B)\A+ iV(%)\A. It is not 
difficult to show that the degree of this mapping equals the square of the connection 
index of 53 which is 9 for E1, 4 for E, and 1 for E,. This symmetry is due to 
automorphisms of the line bundle 1. Matters become slightly more complicated if the 
isomorphism type of “the elliptic curve at infinity” is allowed to vary, for then special 
care is required near the singular j-values. 
(7.11) Our results seem to emphasize the importance of the branched monodromy 
covering S, + S, described in (7.1) (which is associated to the semi-universal defor- 
mation of F: X+ S of any even dimensional isolated singularity on a complete 
intersection X0). If the singularity admits a C*-action, then the semi-universal defor- 
mation has also C*-action. The action on S, then lifts to one on S, and it can be 
proved that this action is free. Hence the orbit space 3,/C* is nonsingular and the 
action of the monodromy group on it is still generated by “reflections”. In the 
simple-elliptic case, 3,/C* is identified and H and thus carries a natural flat Kahler 
metric induced by the intersection from U. We conjecture that this generalizes in the 
following way. Namely, that beyond the range of the simple-elliptic singularities .$/C* 
is bounded domain whose Bergman metric has nonpositive sectional curvature. In a 
future publication we will show that this is indeed the case for 14 exceptional 
singularities of Arnol’d. 
(7.10) The complement of the discriminant S’ admits an unramified covering which 
is isomorphic to (H -AH) x C*. This follows immediately from (7.4), (7.5) and the fact 
that a C*-bundle over an affine space is always trivial. It is conjectured that H -AH 
has a contractible universal covering. 
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